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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

Everybody is created with his own characteristic that defines his 

personality. The characteristic also influences someone’s way of thinking 

to develop it to face the life. This suggests that every person can be 

distinguished, in term of human values, from others through the 

characteristics and qualities she or he expresses in social interaction with 

in society. As the result there are no two people that seem to be exactly 

alike. When people face the problem, they will try to solve that problem by 

using the method which they have learnt from their environment as the 

affection of social interaction.  

The phenomenon above obviously really happens in the daily life, 

and it is sometimes depicted into story or movie by director. Movie always 

performs situation happened in the certain time in order to depict the 

reality in human life. Besides, movie gives people understanding about the 

essence of life and contributes to the understanding of the reality of life in 

order to be sensible. The problem which is usually showed in the movie is 

the characterization which indicates anxious feeling, disappointment and 

withdrawal from social interaction.  

Sometimes movie gives the moral messages for the audience, it 

depends on the story of the movie, and a movie usually has normal sense 
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of real-life experience. Making a movie is different from making a novel 

or drama. Making a movie needs a long time and needs a team work which 

cooperates with others, a team work involves many people as a crew. A 

crew has its own duty and function in the process of making movie. Movie 

has many elements, such as director, script writer, producers, artists, music 

composer, costume designer, lighting, cameramen, etc. Besides, it also 

needs some techniques and terminologies to understand it, including signs, 

mise en–scence, cinematography, editing and sound. Following the 

popularity of movie at that time, some directors create a movie with their 

imaginations and their own styles. That is why there are a lot of directors 

transfer the realism of life into film through the screenplay. 

One of directors who transfer the reality in screenplay is Michael J. 

Bassett. He was born and grew up in Newport, Shropshire in the West 

Midlands of the United Kingdom where he was educated at Adams 

Grammar School. Bassett is an English screenwriter and film director. He 

has produced a variety of films, both for television and cinema. After a 

period of years, Bassett finally got some notice with a screenplay titled No 

Man’s Land. Bassett’s first feature, the horror film Deathwatch (2002), 

was set in the trenches of World War One and this film also won in  Grand 

Prize of European Fantasy Film in Silver (2003). Wilderness (2006), Bugs 

(TV series 1995). Basset’s most recent project, Solomon Kane had a 

nationwide cinema release in the United Kingdom in 2010. 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0465670/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0111904/
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The film opens in North Africa, 1600, with the English mercenary, 

Solomon Kane, leading the crew of his ship into battle against the 

Ottoman occupiers of a fortress town. After defeating the Ottoman 

defenders, Solomon and his men enter the fortress, only to enter a room of 

enchanted mirrors. Demons trapped within the mirrors attack and kill most 

of the crew, but Solomon fights his way into the throne room of the 

fortress. Inside, as he helps himself to the fortress's treasure, a demon 

dressed in hooded black robes and armed with a flaming sword appears.  

The demon announces itself as the Devil's Reaper and tells 

Solomon his evil deeds have irrevocably damned his soul, and he is now 

destined for Hell. After a brief duel, Solomon cries "I am not yet ready for 

Hell!" and leaps from the throne room window into the sea. As he falls to 

safety, the Reaper snarls his soul will be the Devil's. 

Solomon Kane is a bloodthirsty mercenary who loses his soul to 

the devil’s reaper and is thereby destined for hell if he strays off the path 

of righteousness. He becomes a man of peace and tramps around having a 

series of pretty banal encounters before a Sorcerer named Malachi, turns 

up and starts trying to kill or enslave everyone, including William and 

Meredith from Solomon’s new family. He snaps and goes on the rampage 

trying to get Meredith back and somehow manages to receive a promised 

pardon from God if he succeeds. 

Solomon Kane, movie by Michael J. Bassett is an interesting 

movie. The writer discovers four reasons why choosing this movie. The 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kingdom_of_England
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_Empire
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first reason is this movie is simple. The writer finds that this movie is 

simple because this movie using traditional plot which is the story has 

relation each other which makes cause effect relation from the beginning 

until in the end of story, so it helps the viewers and the writer in 

understanding the story.  

The second reason is attractive plot. The conflict from the early 

moment plays the audience emotion. It makes the movie become not 

boring to watch. 

The third reason is challenging. This movie is challenging because 

the writer finds there are several aspects and there are still many 

interesting characters in this movie that challenge to be explored.  

The Last reason is theme in the movie. The movie has close 

relationship with psychoanalytic; literary work which has involved in 

anxiety is Solomon Kane  movie which proposes the psychoanalytic study. 

Here the anxiety occurs when Solomon Kane is a bloodthirsty mercenary 

who loses his soul to the devil’s reaper and is thereby destined for hell if 

he strays off the path of righteousness and trying to get Meredith back and 

somehow manages to receive a promised pardon from God if he succeeds. 

It is clear that Solomon Kane has anxiety in the main character; the 

psychoanalytic approach by Sigmud Freud is suitable to analyze this 

movie through the major character Solomon Kane.  

The writer is interested in observing the personality of the main 

character (Solomon Kane) in Solomon Kane focusing in anxiety. This 
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research will observe the anxiety of Solomon Kane by employing 

Psychoanalytic Perspective. The writer proposes a research entitled “THE 

ANXIETY OF SOLOMON KANE IN MICHAEL J. BASSETT 

SOLOMON KANE MOVIE (2010): A PSYCHOANALYTIC 

APPROACH.” 

B. Literature Review 

In this study, the researcher does not find the other research. So 

this is the first research paper that conducts Solomon Kane movie to be 

analyzed through psychoanalytic approach, entitled The Anxiety of 

Solomon Kane in Michael J. Bassett Solomon Kane Movie (2010): A 

Psychoanalytic Approach.  

C. Problem Statement 

Based on the background of the research, the writer formulates a 

single problem statement. The major problem of this study is “How is the 

anxiety of Solomon Kane reflected in Michael J. Bassett Solomon Kane 

Movie?” 

D. Limitation of the Study 

This study limits the idea focusing on the major character namely 

Solomon Kane. The researcher is going to analyze Solomon Kane’s character 

viewed from the psychoanalytic approach. 
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E. Objective of the Study 

Dealing with the problem statement above, the objectives of the study 

are follows:  

a. To analyze the movie based on its structural elements by finding     

characters and characterizations, setting, point of view, plot and 

theme.  

b. To analyze the movie especially the character of Solomon Kane 

using Psychoanalytic Perspective. 

F. Benefit of the Study 

The benefits expected from this study are as follows: 

1. Theoretical Benefit 

The result of the study is expected to give contribution to the body 

of knowledge, particularly the application of psychoanalytic analysis in 

literary study. 

2. Practical Benefit 

To give deeper understanding in literary field as the reference to 

the other researchers in analyzing the movie from different perspective. 

G. Research Method 

To analyze the data found in this movie, the writer uses the qualitative 

method in this study. 

1. Objective of the Study 

The object of the study is Solomon Kane the movie 
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2. Type of the Data Source 

In this chance, the author uses two sources of data namely primary 

and secondary data sources these are: 

a. Primary data source  

  The primary data source of this paper is Solomon 

Kane movie produced by Michael J. Bassett. 

b. Secondary data source  

The secondary data sources are taken from other 

sources, which are related to the primary data, such as the 

biography of the author in Solomon Kane, and the other 

resources that support the analysis of the movie. 

3. Technique of the Data Collection 

The Technique used for collecting data is library research. The steps 

are as follows: 

a. Watching the movie repeatedly  

b. Finding the important data  

c. Arranging data into several parts based on its classification  

d. Developing data provided.  

e. Making notes of the parts relevant to the analysis. 

4.  Technique of the Data Analysis 

 The technique used to analyze the data is clarifying the obtained 

data, selecting the necessary data and excluding the unnecessary one. 

Then the researcher analyzes the data based on theory of 

psychoanalytic. 
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H. Paper Organization 

This research paper consists of five chapters. The first chapter is 

Introduction, covering the Background of the Study, Literature Review, Problem 

Statement, and Objective of the Study, Benefit of the Study, Research Method 

and Paper Organization. The second chapter deals with theoretical approach used 

in analyzing Solomon Kane  movie. It describes the theory of psychoanalysis by 

Sigmund Freud and some proponents of this theory, which consists of the id, the 

ego, superego, the anxiety and the application of it. The third chapter deals with 

the structural analysis of the literary work, which includes the character and the 

characterization, setting, plot, and other elements, which construct the literary 

work. The fourth chapter analyzes the movie dealing with the problem of the 

major character by using psychoanalytic perspective. And the last chapter is 

conclusion and suggestion. 

 

 


